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0 of 0 review helpful A masterpiece wonderfully written By Ironmike The late Mr Pope has written a classic on not 
only the famous battle at Trafalgar but also the day to day lives of officers and men in the Age of Sail Some powerful 
accounts of what it was like for the British Royal Navy taking on a larger French and Spanish fleet in 1805 Filled with 
colorful characters blazing battles at sea storms the harsh treatmen The story of the greatest British naval battle of the 
Age of Nelson Renowned historian and novelist Dudley Pope explores the defining moment of the Age of Nelson His 
compelling descriptions of the battle itself are backed by a wealth of historical detail including a chronicle of the 
preceding year revealing both the British and the French political motives and explaining Nelson s strategy and 
Napoleon s response Pope creates an intimate portrait of the lif About the Author Dudley Pope 1927 1997 joined the 
merchant navy when he was sixteen He was wounded in the Battle of the Atlantic and went on to write The Black Ship 
and other naval literature 
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